
Ephesians 6:1-9 
 
Continuing the theme from Chapter 5 of basic human relationships that involve a superior/subordinate 
relationship…....It should be noted that all of these relationships – husband, wife, child, slave, master -- are 
considered to be between believers. And all call for submission on the part of the person in the subordinate role. 
 
What does Paul call for on the part of children (v. 1)? Obedience. What is the caveat? With the right heart; to 
“obey … in the Lord” means that children should obey their parents with the attitude that in doing so they are 
obeying the Lord. It means they realize that God is the supreme authority and He is in control and their submission 
is ultimately to Him. 
 
Why is obedience so important (vv. 1-2)? It is the right thing to do. It is a basic principle built into the very 
structure of family life that those who are immature, impulsive and inexperienced should submit to the authority 
of parents, who are older and wiser. 
 
Plus, it is scriptural. Here Paul quotes Exodus 20:12 and Deuteronomy 5:16: “Honor your father and mother.” This 
command to honor parents is the first of the Ten Commandments with a specific promise of blessing attached.  
 
What is the expected consequence of obedience (v. 3)? That life may go well for you; it is in the best interests of 
the children. Obedience promotes a full life. Think of what would happen to a child who received no instruction 
and no correction from his parents. He would be personally miserable and socially intolerable. 
 
What if our parents aren’t Christians?  Do we still honor and obey them?  Yes. This is an unconditional 
command. What are some ways we can honor our parents?   
 
God promised obedient Jewish children, who lived under the Mosaic Law, "long life" in the Promised Land (Exodus 
20:12; Deuteronomy 5:16). Since He has not promised Christians a particular piece of land, Paul stated the more 
general promise that lay behind the specific promise, namely, longer physical life "on the earth." Normally, children 
who obey their parents end up avoiding many perils that would otherwise shorten their lives.1 
 
What are the dual commands for fathers (v. 4)? Don’t frustrate and aggravate your children and give them 
proper spiritual training and instruction for life. What are some ways parents exasperate their children?  (1) 
by over-protection, (2) by favoritism, (3) by discouragement, (4) unrealistic expectations (5) by neglect, and (6) by 
bitter words and outright physical cruelty. Studies indicate that the factor that causes rage in teenagers, more than 
any other, is having to face life without adequate direction from their parents.2  Responsible authority does not 
wield power; it serves with it. 
 
What are some ways to “bring them up in the training and instruction of the Lord (v. 4)?  Deuteronomy 6:6-9: 
These commandments that I give you today are to be upon your hearts. Impress them on your children. Talk about 
them when you sit at home and when you walk along the road, when you lie down and when you get up. Tie them as 
symbols on your hands and bind them on your foreheads. Write them on the doorframes of your houses and on your 
gates.  In other words, talk about the Lord in all situations. Talking about the Lord should be a way of life. He is to 
be the center of our relationships and of our teaching and learning. Christian education and church/Sunday school 
attendance are suitable supplements to parental training. 
 
Why did Paul single out Fathers in v.4?  Don’t mothers do a lot of the training?  Fathers are God's ordained 
family heads and are ultimately responsible before God for the raising of their children. 
 
Which human relationship does Paul address next (v. 5)? That of slaves and masters. Apparently, these were 
Christian slaves under Christian masters. Some students of Roman history have estimated that about one-third of 
the population in the Roman Empire at the time were slaves…...approximately 60 million individuals. Most ancient 
Greeks and Romans regarded slaves as little more than living tools.3 
 
What does Paul call for on the part of slaves (v. 5)? Obedience characterized by respect, fear and the right heart 
– a heart focused on pleasing and honoring God. The most menial and commonplace tasks in life are ennobled and 
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dignified when they are done for the glory of God. Even washing dishes! That is why some Christian housewives 
have this motto over their kitchen sink: “Divine services held here three times daily.”4 
 
What was a further description of proper obedience (v. 6)? We should always be diligent, not only when the 
boss is looking, but conscious that our Master is always looking. It is a natural tendency to slack off when the 
employer is away, but it is a form of dishonesty. The Christian’s standards of performance should not vary 
according to the geographical location of the foreman. As servants of Christ, we should be “doing the will of God 
from the heart,” that is, with a sincere desire to please Him. 5 
 
The word heart is used twice vv. 5,6.  What’s the message there?  The condition of the heart is the key to 
obedience and serving.  It defines your motivation. It is the key to reward. 
 
What is the proper attitude or focus of serving (v. 7)? The slave should have an attitude of "good will" toward 
his master. Not with a hypocritical outward display of compliance while inwardly seething with resentment. He 
should serve wholeheartedly for the master's welfare recognizing that the Lord is the One whom the Christian 
slave really serves, not merely the earthly master.  
 
What was the incentive for obedient service (v. 8)? Paul reminded faithful slaves that they would receive a 
reward from Jesus Christ in the future, whether their masters on earth acknowledged their good service or not. 
This reward will come at the judgment seat of Christ (2 Corinthians 5:10), if not earlier in this life.6 Whether a 
person is a slave or free makes no difference. All jobs, pleasant or disagreeable, done for Him, will be rewarded.  
 

Note: The application of this passage to contemporary times must be done with caution. Paul was writing 
specifically for a society where slavery was an accepted legal institution. Here, as elsewhere in the New Testament, 
slavery is neither formally condemned nor formally approved. 
 
How does this section apply to us today?  Who are our earthly masters/slaves?  The principles of the whole 
section apply to employees and employers in every age; any superior/subordinate relationship, whether in the 
home, in business, or in the state. 
 
What are the points Paul is making about masters (v. 9)? Masters should be guided by the same general 
principles as servants. Masters should seek to please the Lord in their dealings with their slaves, even as slaves 
should try to please Christ as they serve their masters. They should not threaten because our heavenly Master does 
not threaten us. "Threatening" means harsh intimidation with the promise of inevitable, imminent, and severe or 
violent punishment (Acts 4:17; 9:1); it goes beyond simply warning. The opposite of threatening is gracious, just, 
and fair treatment (Colossians 4:1; James 5:4). Masters should also remember that their Master in heaven will not 
show favoritism to them because of their social or economic status. He will evaluate them by the same standard 
that they have used to judge others (Matthew 7:1-5).7 Earthly rank has no relevance in heaven. 
 
Bottom line -- Whose slave are you? You are either a slave to sin and thus to Satan, or you are the bond-servant 
of Jesus Christ. The submission for which Paul calls is “unto the Lord.” In a very practical way, our submission 

should be based upon the assurance that God is in complete control, and that the authorities to which we are 

instructed to submit are those whose authority God has placed us under.  

 

While a Christian slave may not understand God’s purposes for his calling as a slave, he must be convinced that 

this is his calling. Jesus submitted to the authority of the Roman government and to the cross of Calvary, 

knowing that this was His Father’s will, and that the Father was in complete control, even as He was sentenced 

to death (John 19:10-11; Acts 2:23).  
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